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RAISEBORING
From management consulting and
operations personnel, to in-house
engineering and service technicians,
Redpath offers full turn-key
raiseboring contracting services.
Through our ability to successfully
and safely complete raiseboring
assignments under difficult or
unusual conditions, the Redpath
Raiseboring team offers honed
skills and experience that are
indispensable for clients considering
raiseboring projects of any scope.
Contracting experience, combined
with manufacturing and service
capabilities, enables Redpath to
provide a level of service unparalleled
in the industry. Each Redbore raise
drill is designed and built by raise
drillers for raise drillers.
Whether small or large diameter
openings, Redpath meets the
demand for ventilation raises,
production shafts, pilots for slashed
and raised shafts, manways, fill
raises, ore and waste passes,
upream holes for block caves, slot
raises and infrastructure holes.

Meeting the Challenge
Safety - First, Last and Always
is the guiding principle by which
Redpath operates and we endeavour
to make every Redpath job a safe
one. Everyone at Redpath has a
responsibility to each other and
themselves to work safely.
Redpath’s philosophy is to provide
its clients with a level of service
exceeding industry standards. The
result of this commitment is a quality
product from concept to completion.
We believe that respect for our
natural environment is paramount
to the success of The Redpath Group
and our industry, and we take the
necessary precautions for its protection.
As Redpath faces the challenges of the
future, our commitment to safety, quality
and the environment will continue.

MANUFACTURING
The development of the Redpath
Redbore raise drill is one result of
innovation born from the determination
to meet specific challenges and fill
the client’s needs. From the original
Redbore 40 to the Redbore 100, The
Redpath Group is pleased to present
its Redbore family of raise drills.
For over forty years, the Redpath
raiseboring manufacturing team has
continually innovated to develop and
deliver the latest technology in the
industry, resulting in the Redbore
family of raise drills. The fleet has
expanded to include the Redbore 30,
40, 50, 50X, 60UR, 70, 80, 90 models,
alongside the world’s largest proven
capacity raise drill, the Redbore 100.
The Redbore fleet of raise drills is
capable of handling a full range of
diameter and depth of openings.
Our raise drills are acclaimed for
their unique power output and
compact design.
Redpath is the only Canadian
manufacturer of raise drills and
has grown to earn the title of being
the largest manufacturer in North
America. Along with stocking
the most reliable parts inventory
available worldwide, Redpath is one
of the few manufacturers offering a

reliable, dedicated team of on-hand
qualified designers and technicians.
Redpath provides assistance and
expertise to clients using a custombuilt training program designed
to assist clients in training their
operators and maintenance personnel
comprehensively and safely. The
raise drill manufacturing team is
equally capable of servicing all makes
and models of raise drills, including
the design and manufacture of new
efficient systems to upgrade older
equipment when required.
With one of the most extensive fleets
of raiseboring equipment in the world,
Redpath leads the way in technology
and experience. Technological
advances, such as the introduction
of variable frequency drives to
the industry, are a standard in the
manufacture of Redbore raise drills.
The capability of semi-automated
operation, additionally enhances our
state-of-the-art raiseboring services.

REDBORE 30
The Redbore 30 was designed specifically for rapid
boxhole development. It is the lightest, most compact
drill in the blindhole and boxhole market. The drill’s energy
efficient power pack and operating console have been
combined, making this unit a highly mobile and
productive package.

COMPATIBLE

The machine is equipped with loading pockets and
can be moved by most underground scoops and loaders,
which greatly minimizes collar-to-collar downtime.
Nominally, the Redbore 30 is capable of boring 42”
(1.06 m) diameter raises, up to 49’ (15 m) in length.

Redbore 30
Extended Height

116” (2.94 m)

Footprint Width

54 1/2” (1.38 m)

Footprint Depth

41” (1.04 m)

Weight

9,000 lbs (4,091 kg)

* All measurements without rod handler

Thrust System
Maximum
Upream Force

100,000 lbs (444 kN)

Maximum
Conventional
Ream Force

N/A

Maximum
Downream Force

N/A

Rotation System
Reaming Torque

20,000 ft / lbs
(27.1 kN.m)

Nominal Parameters
Pilot Hole Diameter

9” (228.6 mm)

Drill Pipe Diameter

5 3/4” (146 mm)

Hole Diameter
Downream

N/A

Hole Diameter
Upream

42” (1.06 m)

Hole Diameter
Conventional

N/A

Raise Length
Raise Angle

49’ (15 m)
45 - 90°

Options
Redtrax
Transporter

Yes

Erector System

Yes

* Electrical systems built to suit regional requirements
* Deflectors are optional, must be added to overall height of machine
* Upream values are nominal, diameter and length are site-specific
Note: Drill specifications including thrust, torque, weights and dimensions
are approximate and may vary from those provided.

REDBORE 40
The Redbore 40 is a small and compact drill designed
primarily for production slot programs. The drill can
be configured for downreaming at 28 1/2” (724 mm),
eliminating the need for bottom-hole access. Nominally,
the machine is capable of reaming 60” (1.52 m) diameter
holes, up to 500’ (152 m) in length.

COMPATIBLE

Designed and engineered in 1987, the Redbore 40
has enjoyed nearly 30 years of continual improvements
derived from field experience. The machine’s simple
and straightforward hydraulics make it an ideal
candidate, delivering value, where uptime and
productivity are important.

Redbore 40
Extended Height

140” (3.55 m)

Footprint Width

56” (1.42 m)

Footprint Depth

51” (1.29 m)

Weight

11,556 lbs (5,253 kg)

* All measurements without rod handler

Thrust System
Maximum
Upream Force

230,000 lbs
(1,023 kN)

Maximum
Conventional
Ream Force

230,000 lbs
(1,023 kN)

Maximum
Downream Force

168,000 lbs
(747 kN)

Rotation System
Reaming Torque

38,000 ft / lbs
(51.52 kN.m)

Nominal Parameters
Pilot Hole Diameter

9” (228.6 mm)

Drill Pipe Diameter

8” (203.2 mm)

Hole Diameter
Downream

28 1/2” (724 mm)

Hole Diameter
Upream

42” (1.06 m)

Hole Diameter
Conventional

60” (1.52 m)

Raise Length
Conventional

500’ (152 m)

Raise Angle

45 - 90°

Options
Redtrax
Transporter

Yes

Erector System

Yes

* Electrical systems built to suit regional requirements
* Deflectors are optional, must be added to overall height of machine
* Upream values are nominal, diameter and length are site-specific
Note: Drill specifications including thrust, torque, weights and dimensions
are approximate and may vary from those provided.

REDBORE 50
The Redbore 50 has been designed as a mid-capacity drill
whose role is to replace much larger equipment. The Redbore
50 has the same footprint as the Redbore 40 and requires
only slightly more back height. The Redbore 50, electric or
hydraulic version, can be configured to downream 28 1/2”
(724 mm) diameter holes.

COMPATIBLE

Nominal capacities range from 84” (2.13 m) diameters with
lengths of raises up to 600’ (183 m).

Redbore 50
Extended Height

156” (3.97 m)

Footprint Width

56” (1.42 m)

Footprint Depth

53” (1.34 m)

Weight

15,705 lbs (7,139 kg)

* All measurements without rod handler

Thrust System
Maximum
Upream Force

N/A

Maximum
Conventional
Ream Force

400,000 lbs
(1,915 kN)

Maximum
Downream Force

308,000 lbs
(1,370 kN)

Rotation System
Reaming Torque

68,000 ft / lbs
(92.1 kN.m)

Nominal Parameters
Pilot Hole Diameter

11” (279 mm)

Drill Pipe Diameter

10” (254 mm)

Hole Diameter
Downream

28 1/2” ( 724 mm)

Hole Diameter
Upream

N/A

Hole Diameter
Conventional

84” (2.13 m)

Raise Length
Conventional

600’ (183 m)

Raise Angle

45 - 90°

Options
Redtrax
Transporter

Yes

Erector System

Yes

* Electrical systems built to suit regional requirements
* Deflectors are optional, must be added to overall height of machine
* Upream values are nominal, diameter and length are site-specific
Note: Drill specifications including thrust, torque, weights and dimensions
are approximate and may vary from those provided.

REDBORE 50X
The Redbore 50X has been specifically designed for
upreaming (blindhole or boxhole) while maintaining a low
profile. It is also capable of completing conventional raises.
This innovative unit features a retractable wrenching arm,
lay-down rod handler, and a drive system with greatly

COMPATIBLE

improved transfer of energy, requiring less power
during operations.
Nominally, the Redbore 50X is capable of upreaming holes
up to 70” (1.8 m) in diameter, to lengths of up to 131’ (40 m).

Redbore 50X
Extended Height

135” (3.43 m)

Footprint Width

90” (2.28 m)

Footprint Depth

84” (2.24 m)

Weight

32,250 lbs (14,628 kg)

* All measurements without rod handler

Thrust System
Maximum
Upream Force

300,000 lbs
(1,335 kN)

Maximum
Conventional
Ream Force

300,000 lbs
(1,335 kN)

Maximum
Downream Force

160,000 lbs
(711 kN)

Rotation System
Reaming Torque

68,000 ft / lbs
(92.1 kN.m)

Nominal Parameters
Pilot Hole Diameter

11” (279 mm)

Drill Pipe Diameter

10” (254 mm)

Hole Diameter
Downream

40” ( 1.02 m)

Hole Diameter
Upream

70” (1.8 m)

Hole Diameter
Conventional

70” (1.8 m)

Raise Length
Conventional
Raise Angle

600’ (183 m)
45 - 90°

Options
Redtrax
Transporter

Yes

Erector System

Yes

* Electrical systems built to suit regional requirements
* Deflectors are optional, must be added to overall height of machine
* Upream values are nominal, diameter and length are site-specific
* 50MDUR upream length is 50 m
Note: Drill specifications including thrust, torque, weights and dimensions
are approximate and may vary from those provided.

REDBORE 60UR
The Redbore 60UR has been specifically designed to
meet industry demand for larger upream holes (blindhole
or boxhole) while maintaining a low machine profile.
This allows mine operators to improve productivity by
achieving more versatility in block cave design.

COMPATIBLE

Nominal capacities for the machine range 79” (2 m)
in diameter, up to 198’ (60 m) in length.

Redbore 60UR
Extended Height

114” (2.89 m)

Footprint Width

100” (2.54 m)

Footprint Depth

85” (2.15 m)

Weight

27,000 lbs (12,246 kg)

* All measurements without rod handler

Thrust System
Maximum
Upream Force

500,000 lbs
(2,224 kN)

Maximum
Conventional
Ream Force

N/A

Maximum
Downream Force

N/A

Rotation System
Reaming Torque

100,000 ft / lbs
(135 kN.m)

Nominal Parameters
Pilot Hole Diameter

13 3/4” (349 mm)

Drill Pipe Diameter

11 15/16” (303 mm)

Hole Diameter
Downream

N/A

Hole Diameter
Upream

79” (2 m)

Hole Diameter
Conventional

N/A

Raise Length
Raise Angle

198’ (60 m)
50 - 90°

Options
Redtrax
Transporter

Yes

Erector System

Yes

* Electrical systems built to suit regional requirements
* Deflectors are optional, must be added to overall height of machine
* Upream values are nominal, diameter and length are site-specific
Note: Drill specifications including thrust, torque, weights and dimensions
are approximate and may vary from those provided.

REDBORE 70
The Redbore 70 is a powerful and compact raise drill
designed to fit in smaller excavations. The Redbore 70
can be configured to complete 48” (1.22 m) diameter
downreaming. Nominal capacities range up to 13’ (4 m)
diameters with lengths of raises up to 2,000’ (609 m).

COMPATIBLE

This makes the Redbore 70 an ideal candidate for mid-size
ventilation raises and material handling raises of all kinds.

Redbore 70
Extended Height

163” (4.14 m)

Footprint Width

87” (2.2 m)

Footprint Depth

89” (2.26 m)

Weight

46,978 lbs (21,309 kg)

* All measurements without rod handler

Thrust System
Maximum
Upream Force
Maximum
Conventional
Ream Force
Maximum
Downream Force

N/A
1,130,000 lbs
(5,026 kN)
666,000 lbs
(2,962 kN)

Rotation System
Reaming Torque

225,000 ft / lbs
(305 kN.m)

Nominal Parameters
Pilot Hole Diameter

13 3/4” (349 mm)

Drill Pipe Diameter

12 7/8” (327 mm)

Hole Diameter
Downream

48” (1.22 m)

Hole Diameter
Upream

N/A

Hole Diameter
Conventional

13’ (4 m)

Raise Length
Conventional
Raise Angle

2000’ (609 m)
45 - 90°

Options
Redtrax
Transporter

Yes

Erector System

Yes

* Electrical systems built to suit regional requirements
Note: Drill specifications including thrust, torque, weights and dimensions
are approximate and may vary from those provided.

REDBORE 80
The Redbore 80 is a mid-sized raisedrill ideally suited for
surface and underground raises, ore and waste passages,
along with infrastructure raises in the 13’ (4 m) diameter
range, with depths up to 1500’ (457 m). The machine’s
compact and lightweight design, allows for a convenient fit
into smaller underground excavations resulting in savings

COMPATIBLE

of time and money. Drill operation includes state-of-theart PLC and digital controls. It is also fully compatible with
directional drilling technology, allowing the drill to deliver
vertical excavation when needed.

Redbore 80
Extended Height

200” (5.08 m)

Footprint Width

78” (1.98 m)

Footprint Depth

76” (1.93 m)

Weight

44,000 lbs (19,958 kg)

* All measurements without rod handler

Thrust System
Maximum
Upream Force
Maximum
Conventional
Ream Force
Maximum
Downream Force

N/A
1,200,000 lbs
(5,337 kN)
N/A

Rotation System
Reaming Torque

200,000 ft / lbs
(271 kN.m)

Nominal Parameters
Pilot Hole Diameter

12 1/4” (311 mm)

Drill Pipe Diameter

11 1/4” (286 mm)

Hole Diameter
Downream

N/A

Hole Diameter
Upream

N/A

Hole Diameter
Conventional

13’ (4 m)

Raise Length
Conventional
Raise Angle

1500’ (457 m)
45 - 90°

Options
Redtrax
Transporter

Yes

Erector System

Yes

* Electrical systems built to suit regional requirements
Note: Drill specifications including thrust, torque, weights and dimensions
are approximate and may vary from those provided.

REDBORE 90
The Redbore 90 addresses the growing demand for a raise
drill that will efficiently complete raises up to 20’ (6.1 m) in
diameter and up to 2,000’ (609 m) deep. This considerably
more compact drill provides a cost-effective method to bore
large diameter raises while minimizing costly underground
excavations. The Redbore 90 is easily dismantled and

provides quicker, more efficient equipment mobilization
whether on surface or underground; resulting in savings
of time and money.
Nominal capacities range up to 20’ (6.1 m) diameter raises.

Redbore 90
Extended Height

219” (5.56 m)

Footprint Width

93” (2.36 m)

Footprint Depth

84” (2.13 m)

Weight

76,460 lbs (34,682 kg)

Thrust System
Maximum
Upream Force
Maximum
Conventional
Ream Force
Maximum
Downream Force

N/A
2,000,000 lbs
(8,896.4 kN)
N/A

Rotation System
Reaming Torque

475,000 ft / lbs
(644 kN.m)

Nominal Parameters
Pilot Hole Diameter

15” (381 mm)

Drill Pipe Diameter

13 1/8” (333 mm)

Hole Diameter
Downream

N/A

Hole Diameter
Upream

N/A

Hole Diameter
Conventional

20’ (6.1 m)

Raise Length
Conventional
Raise Angle

2,000’ (609 m)
60 - 90°

Options
Redtrax
Transporter

N/A

Erector System

Yes

* Electrical systems built to suit regional requirements
Note: Drill specifications including thrust, torque, weights and dimensions
are approximate and may vary from those provided.

REDBORE 100
The Redbore 100 is the crown jewel of the Redbore series
of raise drills and is the most powerful, largest capacity
proven raise drilling system ever manufactured. When
skipping capacity and drift dimensions are of concern, the
machine can be fully dismantled for ease of transportation.

The machine features state-of-the-art electronics and PLC
controls systems, allowing unprecedented control over the
drilling process.
The Redbore 100 can bore raises up to 26’ (8 m) in diameter,
to depths exceeding 3,280’ (1,000 m).

Redbore 100
Extended Height

296” (7.53 m)

Footprint Width

117” (2.97 m)

Footprint Depth

110” (2.79 m)

Weight

151,838 lbs (69,017 kg)

Thrust System
Maximum
Upream Force
Maximum
Conventional
Ream Force
Maximum
Downream Force

N/A
3,500,000 lbs
(15,569 kN)
N/A

Rotation System
Reaming Torque

750,000 ft / lbs
(1,016 kN.m)

Nominal Parameters
Pilot Hole Diameter

17 1/2” (445 mm)

Drill Pipe Diameter

14 1/2” (368 mm)

Hole Diameter
Downream

N/A

Hole Diameter
Upream

N/A

Hole Diameter
Conventional

26’ (8 m)

Raise Length
Conventional
Raise Angle

3,280’ (1,000 m)
60 - 90°

Options
Redtrax
Transporter

N/A

Erector System

Yes

* Electrical systems built to suit regional requirements
Note: Drill specifications including thrust, torque, weights and dimensions
are approximate and may vary from those provided.

The Redtrax raise drill transporter offers independent and
swift underground mobilization of a raise drill. The Redtrax
fulfills support duties that would otherwise be required of
telehandlers, forklifts and LHDs.
The Redtrax is a purpose-built, low-profile unit designed

specifically for Redbore drills. Its powerful diesel motors
meet all emission standards, while keeping noise levels to
a minimum.
Designed for any typical mine site landscape, Redtrax
travels well through sand, mud, and water, both on surface

Redbore raise drills
compatible with the Redtrax
raise drill transporter:

Redbore 30
Redbore 40
Redbore 50
Redbore 50X
Redbore 60UR
Redbore 70
Redbore 80

and underground. Its high loadbearing capacity makes swift work
of transporting a variety of raise drills.
Future Redtrax models are currently
on the drawing board for the
remainder of the Redbore fleet.
Additionally, carousels are being
designed to increase Redtrax’s
versatility to include the transport of
rods, stabilizers, power packs and
other related materials.

This robust transporter can be remote
controlled via radio or umbilical
connection, to suit client preference.
Safety features include an ergonomic
body harness, the unit’s advanced
braking system, fire suppression, tilt
switch shutdown, directional lighting
and backup alarms. Optional track
inserts to accommodate concrete
surfaces are also available.

BOREHOLE LOCATOR
Specifications
Maximum Range

signal

Imperial

Metric

45’

13.7 m

Probe Diameter

1 ¾”

44.5 mm

Probe Length

26”

660.4 mm

Probe Batteries

Four alkaline ‘C’ cells

Receiver Batteries

Two alkaline ‘9v’ cells

The model BH-30 is an instrument
designed to rapidly locate pilot
holes that have failed to intersect
their intended target.
The equipment consists of a rugged
waterproof transmitting probe and
a small battery-powered signal
strength receiving unit.
When a drill hole fails to intersect
the drift (or other open target area)
the drill rods are removed and the
BH-30 transmitting probe is activated,
and lowered to target depth.

The BH-30 receiver may then be
used to obtain the approximate
distance and direction of the probe
by an operator walking within the
target area and observing received
signal strength.
The BH-30 transmitting probe
may be used with the BH-10 or
BH-20 receiver unit. It is powered
by four ‘C’ cell batteries and is
crystal controlled at 990Hz.
The BH-30 receiver unit is tuned to
990Hz and powered by two standard
‘9v’ batteries. A solid-state columnar
readout provides distance in feet
from the transmitting probe.

SAVES TIME AND MONEY
BY REDUCING PROBE HOLE DRILLING

THE REDPATH GROUP
Established in 1962, Redpath provides
full and comprehensive expertise and
experienced services to the global
mining industry. Companies choose
Redpath for our global family of highly
qualified personnel, unwavering
commitment to maintaining the
highest safety standards and our
ability to meet deadlines.
Technical and operational expertise
contributes greatly to our reputation
for practical and innovative
performance, resulting in the
successful completion of complex,
challenging mine development and
construction projects.

Raiseboring History

1977 Raise drill fleet grows to 6 machines
1979 Expanded to international projects in
Fiji and Papua, New Guinea
1981 Mobilized to PT Freeport Indonesia,
where we continue to work today
over 30 years strong		
1987 Manufactured first Redbore 40
1988 Sold the first Redbore 40 to
Lac Minerals Limited, Page
Williams Mine
1991 Expanded contracting fleet to 17
machines including 9 Redbore 40s
1992 Set Canadian record for longest
and largest diameter raise 609.6 m
x 3.65 m for Falconbridge in
Sudbury, Ontario

Project Highlights

1995 Completed over 12,192 m of bored
raise in one year

In the mountains of Papua, Indonesia,
Redpath has worked continuously
since 1981 and has excavated raises
inside adits at an elevation of 4,100 m
(13,451 ft.). Initial access to the mine
and raise drill sites was via the largest
single span cable car tram in the world,
or by helicopter.

2000 Added Redbore 70 model to fleet

In the Arctic, Redpath raisebored
the first raise in permafrost,
and completed surface raises
during February and March when
temperatures plummeted below
-40°C. Initial access to these projects
for machinery, personnel and supplies
was primarily by aircraft.

2005 Added Redbore 50 model to fleet
2006 Established raiseboring business
in USA

2011 Added Redbore 90 model to fleet
2012 Manufactured first Redbore 30

2007 Established raiseboring business
in Chile

2013 Expanded global operations to
Zambia and South Africa

2008 Manufactured first dedicated upream
machine (50UR)

2015 62 Redbore drills manufactured to
date, adding the Redbore 30 to the
models offered

Added “Queen Louise” Redbore 100
to fleet - Largest proven capacity
raise drill in the world
2010 Completed 845 m x 6.1 m
diameter raise, 5th largest ever
bored, North America’s largest ever
at IAMGOLD, Westwood, Quebec
Manufactured first multi-directional
upream raise drill
Established raiseboring business
in Australia

Over 350,978 m of drilling completed
to date, contracting fleet now totals
40 machines
Manufactured first Redtrax 50
raise drill transporter
2016 Manufactured first Redbore 80,
Redbore 50X, Redbore 60UR
and Redtrax 80
Completed first 1.8 m diameter
upream raise at PT Freeport 		
Indonesia

RAISEBORE SCHOOL
Redpath considers that safety and
sustainability make innovation
and training a key component
of the growth of raise drilling.
Recognizing the long term dedication
and contribution of our raise drill
manufacturing colleagues, Redpath
strives to pass on our expertise and
knowledge to our clients. Our weeklong training program helps establish
consistency in raiseboring practices,
safety and operations across the
globe. Beyond the theoretical and
practical completion of the program,
the curriculum is a testament
to Redpath’s credibility and full
endorsement of employee investment.
Each participant is evaluated by a
Senior Supervisor before certification
is awarded, and depending on
an individual’s raise drilling role,
between 1,000 and 4,000 hours of
drill use is mandatory to graduate
from the program. Beyond raise
drill operator training, Supervisors
have completed a variety of
professional development programs
including Risk Management, Critical
Task Management, Test Guide
Comprehension, Leadership Training
and more. All Redpath-trained
raise drill operators are qualified to
assess the drill and its accessories

for maximum efficiency, optimal
performance and anticipate timely
replacement of parts to mitigate
risk. Annual audits of the Raisebore
School are completed to ensure the
program is effective, current and
maintains a high level of safety for
employees and clients.

UPREAM CAPABILITIES
Since 1998, Redpath’s upream
raisebore drills have worked all
over the globe.
Offering the safest, mobile and
productive raise drill rigs, coupled
with cutting-edge technology,
Redpath has completed over 9,000 m
of upream (blindhole / boxhole) raises.
Upream drilling (also known around
the world as blindhole or boxhole
drilling) is used when there is only
bottom access and no top access.
Redpath’s upream machines are built
to meet the industry’s demands for
mechanical excavations in block cave
mines. Though this method can be
used in all facets of mining, it
is increasingly replacing the use of
hand-held mining techniques that
have the inherent hazard of placing
a miner in a raise.
Redpath’s compact Redbore raise
drills have the ability to handle
boxhole drilling without sacrificing
space within the mine. The drill’s
low back-height allows the machines
to set up in smaller drifts or drives,
while still providing accurate drilling
and a high level of safety for operators.
Standard issue includes engineered,
hydraulically-operated deflector
plates and rod handlers making

the machines efficient and adaptable
for any type of work environment.
By offering a variety of borehole
diameters, Redbore drills ensure
accuracy and efficiency with each
individual set up, while respecting
the integrity of the geological structure
and giving the mine planners the ability
to design smaller excavations. The
Redbore series of drills accommodates
available space in a mine and not the
other way around.
Each drill is designed and
manufactured by our team of highly
experienced engineers and drill
operators with the future in mind –
built on a foundation able to further
expand the drill’s capabilities by
utilizing engineered accessories
built specifically for the machine.
This design allows the operator to
tailor the machine to the required
specifications of the work at hand
without requiring aftermarket
components or major modifications.
As a contractor and manufacturer,
Redpath offers global support to
all machines in the fleet through a
network of experienced professionals,
maximizing productivity and ensuring
the right set-up for the job is readily
available when needed.

Redbore raise drills suitable for
upream drilling work:
Redbore 30 Series
Redbore 40 Series
Redbore 50X Series
Redbore 60UR Series

8m

Height (metres)

7m
6m
5m
4m
3m
2m
1m
0m

Redbore 30
Dimensions*
Extended Height**

Imperial

Metric

Redbore 40
Imperial

Metric

Redbore 50
Imperial

Metric

Redbore 50X Redbore 60UR
Imperial

Metric

Imperial

Metric

Redbore 70
Imperial

Metric

116”

2.94 m

140”

3.55 m

156”

3.97 m

135”

3.43 m

114”

2.89 m

163”

Footprint Width

54 1/2”

1.38 m

56”

1.42 m

56”

1.42 m

90”

2.28 m

100”

2.54 m

Footprint Depth

41”

1.04 m

51”

1.29 m

53”

1.34 m

84”

2.24 m

85”

2.15 m

9,000 lbs

4,091 kg

11,556 lbs

5,253 kg

15,705 lbs

7,139 kg

32,250 lbs

14,628 kg

27,000 lbs

12,246 kg

100,000 lbs

444 kN

230,000 lbs

1,023 kN

N/A

300,000 lbs

1,335 kN

500,000 lbs

2,224 kN

Weight

Redbore 80
Imperial

Metric

Redbore 90
Imperial

Metric

Redbore 100
“Queen Louise”
Imperial

Metric

4.14 m

200”

5.08 m

219”

5.56 m

296”

7.53 m

87”

2.2 m

78”

1.98 m

93”

2.36 m

117”

2.97 m

89”

2.26 m

76”

1.93 m

84”

2.13 m

110”

2.79 m

46,978 lbs

21,309 kg

44,000 lbs

19,958 kg

76,460 lbs

34,682 kg

151,838 lbs

69,017 kg

Thrust System
Maximum
Upream Force

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Maximum
Conventional Ream
Force

N/A

N/A

230,000 lbs

1,023 kN

400,000 lbs

1,915 kN

300,000 lbs

1,335 kN

N/A

N/A

1,130,000
lbs

5,026 kN

Maximum
Downream Force

N/A

N/A

168,000 lbs

747 kN

308,000 lbs

1,370 kN

160,000 lbs

711 kN

N/A

N/A

666,000 lbs

2,962 kN

N/A

1,200,000
lbs

N/A

5,337 kN

N/A

N/A

N/A

2,000,000
lbs

8,896.4 kN

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3,500,000
lbs

15,569 kN

N/A

N/A

Rotation System
20,000
ft / lbs

27.1 kN•m

38,000
ft / lbs

51.52 kN•m

68,000
ft / lbs

92.1 kN•m

68,000
ft / lbs

92.1 kN•m

100,000
ft / lbs

135 kN•m

225,000
ft / lbs

305 kN•m

200,000
ft / lbs

271 kN•m

475,000
ft / lbs

644 kN•m

750,000
ft / lbs

1,016 kN•m

Pilot Hole Diameter

9”

228.6 mm

9”

228.6 mm

11”

279 mm

11”

279 mm

13 3/4”

349 mm

13 3/4”

349 mm

12 1/4”

311 mm

15”

381 mm

17 1/2”

445 mm

Drill Pipe Diameter

5 3/4”

146 mm

8”

203.2 mm

10”

254 mm

10”

254 mm

11 15/16”

303 mm

12 7/8”

327 mm

11 1/4”

286 mm

13 1/8”

333 mm

14 1/2”

368 mm

28 1/2”

724 mm

28 1/2”

724 mm

40”

1.02 m

48”

1.22 m

42”

1.06 m

N/A

70”

1.8 m

60”

1.52 m

84”

2.13 m

70”

1.8 m

500’

152 m

600’

183 m

600’

183 m

Reaming Torque
Nominal Parameters

Hole Diameter
Downream

N/A

Hole Diameter
Upream
Hole Diameter
Conventional

N/A
42”

N/A

1.06 m
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
79”

N/A

2m
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

13’

4m

13’

4m

20’

6.1 m

26’

8m

2,000’

609 m

1,500’

457 m

2,000’

609 m

3,280’

1,000 m

Raise Length
Conventional (except
30 and 60UR)

49’

Raise Angle

45º - 90º

45º - 90º

45º - 90º

45º - 90º

50º - 90º

45º - 90º

45º - 90º

60º - 90º

60º - 90º

Redtrax raise drill
transporter

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

N/A

Erector System

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

15 m

198’

60 m

Options

* All dimensions without rod handler.
** Deflectors are an option, and will add to height of machine shown.
Electrical distribution can be built to suit worldwide site requirements.
Note: All drill specifications including thrust, torque, weights and dimensions are approximate and may vary from those provided.

Raise Drill Fleet Comparison

CONTACT US
For general information with regard to raise drill sales, technical information or
inquiries, please contact: info.raisedrills@redpathmining.com
For region-specific information, please contact:

Africa

Europe

Zambia
zambia@redpathmining.co.za

Germany
info@deilmann-haniel.com

South Africa
rfq-southafrica@redpathmining.co.za

North America

Asia

Canada
rfq-canada@redpathmining.com

Mongolia
rfq-mongolia@redpathmining.com

United States
rfq-usa@redpathmining.com

Indonesia
rfq-indonesia@redpathmining.com

South America

Australia
Australia
rfq-australia@redpathmining.com.au

Chile
rfq-chile@redpathmining.com

redpathmining.com							

info.raisedrills@redpathmining.com

AFRICA | ASIA | AUSTRALIA | EUROPE | NORTH AMERICA | SOUTH AMERICA

